Chorale
Pan in Canon
Music is Our Call
The Whistle Song
A Dedication
Rose Petals
Hi Jinks
O Seven Pipes of Pan
The Spirit of SAI
SAI Garden
If I Were Pan
Since All My Friendships

Margaret Blackburn
Barbi Jeffery
Amy Inman
Bayleigh Cook, soloist
Beta Chapter
Anna Harriet Heyer
Brie Adnams, soloist
Margaret Winings Cook
Adelgatha Morrison
Betty Jane Payton
Aagot Borge
Phoebe D. Hamann
Sarah Pace, soloist
Hazel Bennett
Sigma Alpha Chapter

Flute Choir
Bayleigh Cook, Aileen Cain, Alicia Daniels,
Brittany Delagarza, Marissa Tacheny, Rebecca Reinhardt
A Jolly Band
Inspiration Boogie
Musical Pipes of Pan
The Search
So Near, So Dear is SAI
SAI, Oh SAI

Ruth Brown
Sara Glick
Beta Chapter
Dorothy Spencer
Glad Robinson Youse
Nicole Carrion
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Sigma Alpha Iota – Zeta Gamma Chapter
PERFORMING PERSONNEL

Brie Adnams
Annie Byron-Goslin
Aileen Cain
Nicole Carrion
Bayleigh Cook
Alicia Daniels
Brittany Delagarza

Beth Holmes
Sarah Pace
Randa Pope
Rebecca Reinhardt
Brianna Smith
Marissa Tacheny
Ashley White